
 

The Potteries Thinkbelt project by Cedric Price was first published in a sociology and anthropology 

journal rather than in an architecture magazine. The image showing a perspective from inside  a 

train’s cockpit was the cover of “New Society”, edited by Paul Barker, who would later draft, together 

with Cedric Price, Peter Reyner Banham and Peter Hall,  the Non-plan manifest. Perhaps, the main 

reason for its publication in a sociology journal lays in the educational nature of the project through its 

program and its ability to regenerate an area that had lost the richness of years ago, due to the 

obsolescence of the existing ceramic factories. 

 

The thesis project, which develops a water canal infrastructure, brings us to a similar situation to that 

proposed by Cedric Price: recovering an obsolete and unused canal in the degraded neighbourhood 

of Bijlmermeer, Amsterdam. This regeneration is accomplished through different strategies: the 

landscape rehabilitation of the surroundings, the rehabilitation of the canal as a productive fluvial 

infrastructure and the reconfiguration of the urban structure of Bijlmermeer from this new system. The 

purpuse is to improve the social environment and life quality for the underprivileged. 

 

Locks will be placed to connect both canals, in order to transform them into a fluvial infrastructure. 

Certain types of ships are proposed as modifiers, with different depths and lengths. The heart of this 

infrastructure lies in a building structure which will be constructed by itself and will support the rest of 

the canal. 

 

The building germ evolves with time and has the ability, not only to be assembled and disassembled, 

but also to expire, givings the project an innovative condition. The building germ is designed to build, 

extend and remove the urban city. As Stan Allen proposed in his article "Mat Urbanism" it is a project 

that is inextricably linked to its scale and the extensive territory condition. The separation in terms of 

infrastructure, engineering and architecture in the proposed project will entail a great difficulty.  

 

I would like to highlight the complexity of the project “Water Infrastructure of urban growth for 

regeneration and supplying of Bijlmermeer”, which is an international project developed in the urban 

theory department in a great university in Germany and at the university of origin in Spain, also the 

project is approached from different scales and strategies of land occupation for all scales. Also, it 

creates an innovative water infrastructure whose main objective is the creation of successful 

conditions and tools to transform the city for the benefit of the inhabitants. 

 

For this and more, I am certain that the project exposed here deserves the first prize of the 

international competition IE Architecture + Prize for young talent. To end, I would like to remind two 

famous phrases by Cedric Price: 

 

“Cities exist for citizens, and if they do not work for citizens, they die” 

“Architecture should have little to do with problem solving - rather it should create desirable conditions 

and opportunities hitherto thought impossible.” 
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